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1. Introduction

1-1 CSKR

 � Thank you for purchasing the Clean Actuator CSKR.

 � This product is an actuator suitable for using in a clean environment. This model has 
achieved the classification of clean-room level of ISO14644-1 class 4 by the internal 
suction mechanism.

 � This manual describes the structure of the clean actuator CSKR (main unit), and the 
correct method for handling, installing and maintaining the product.

 � Carefully read and understand this manual before using the product, and then correctly 
handle the product.

 � Store this manual after reading it so that it can be referred to at any time.

 � Reproduction or duplication of the whole or part of this manual without permission is 
strictly prohibited.

 � Content of this manual is subject to change without notice.
•	 This manual is available to download from our website. Please visit THK electric 

actuators' website.
<URL: https://tech.thk.com/>

 � We have made all possible efforts to make the content of this manual accurate. 
However, if you find any mistake or uncertainty in this manual, please contact our 
Sales Division, Customer Support, or IMT Operation Division.

 � Drawings in this manual show representative examples, and may differ from your 
product.

 � This manual can be applied to special types. However, the descriptions defined in the 
delivery specification drawings or the delivery specification documents of those special 
types should take precedence over this manual.

1. Introduction
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2-1

2. Safety Precautions

CSKR

2-1 Warning indications on safety

This manual uses the following warning indications according to safety matters. The descriptions 
next to warning indications on safety are important messages. Be sure to observe those 
descriptions.

 WARNING It indicates that erroneous handling may cause death or 
serious injury to a person.

 CAUTION It indicates that erroneous handling may cause injury to a 
person or property damage only.

    It indicates prohibitions (“don’t”).

    It indicates obligations (“do”).

2-2 Safety Precautions

This section describes important precautions that you must observe.

 � General

 zWhile this product is operating or 
operable, do not enter the working area 
of any moving part.
Doing so may cause you to touch the moving 
part and injure you.

 zWhile the motor or sensor is energized, 
do not move or install this product.
Doing so may cause electric shocks. or 
cause malfunction that could lead to injury.

 � Installation and operation

 z If any moving part may fall by its own 
weight in vertical direction or the like, 
provide a safeguard for preventing the 
part from falling.
If any moving part falls, it may cause injury or 
damage.

 zWhile this product is operating, do not 
touch any moving part or rotating part.
Doing so may cause your hand to be caught 
and injured.

 � Maintenance

 z Turn off the machine (turning power off) 
before conducting any maintenance.
Failure to do so may cause electric shocks. 
or cause malfunction that could lead to injury.

 z If two or more people are involved in the 
maintenance work, confirm the 
procedure, signs and actions to cope 
with anomalies or the like in advance, 
and separately appoint a person for 
monitoring the work.
Failure to do so may cause an unexpected 
accident.

WARN I NG

2. Safety Precautions
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2-2

2. Safety Precautions

CSKR

 � General

 zDo not stand on this product or the 
packaging box.
Doing so may cause fault or damage, or 
cause falling that could lead to injure.

 zDo not impact this product.
Doing so may cause fault or damage, or 
injure you.

 zDo not unpack the product using edged 
tools including a utility knife.
It may damage the product and cause a 
functional loss.

 zDo not disassemble or alter this product.
Doing so may cause foreign material to 
enter the product, which could result in 
fault or adversely affect the performance 
or service life, or may cause abnormal 
operation that could lead to injury.

 � Unpacking

 zBe careful not to hit your hands or body 
against protruded parts.
Doing so may injure you. or cause fault or 
fracture.

 zCheck whether the delivered product is 
the product you ordered.
Using a wrong product may cause 
malfunction that could lead to injury or fault.

 zCheck whether the product has any 
fractured parts.
Using a fractured product may cause injury 
or fault.
*  If you find any defect, contact our 

Sales Division.

 � Transportation

 zDo not drop or hit this product.
Doing so may cause injury or fracture, or a 
functional loss.

 zWhen transporting this product, do not 
hold any moving part or the cover.
Doing so may cause the product to fall, 
leading to injury, or cause fault or fracture.

 zWhen transporting this product, do not 
hold the motor, sensor, or cable.
Doing so may cause the product to fall, 
leading to injury, or cause fault or fracture.

 � Installation and operation

 z Firmly secure this product before 
operating it.
Failure to do so may cause abnormal 
operation that could cause injury, fault or 
fracture.

 z If anomaly occurs, immediately stop the 
machine.
Failure to do so may cause abnormal 
operation that could cause injury, fault or 
fracture.

 zDo not exceed the permissible rotation 
speed when using the product.
Doing so may cause fault or damage, or may 
cause abnormal operation that could lead to 
injury. Also see the appendix, which contains 
the permissible rotation speed for each 
model number.

 zDo not use the failed and broken 
product.
Doing so may cause injury or machine 
failure.

C A U T I O N

2. Safety Precautions
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3. Nameplates Display

3-1 CSKR

3-1 Nameplates display and manufacturing number

Fig. 1 shows the nameplate format, nameplate display position, and manufacturing number  
configuration of CSKR.

THK
TYP No. CSKR*****-*****
SERIAL No. *********
 THK Co., LTD.
 MADE IN JAPAN

THK
TYP No. CSKR*****-*****
SERIAL No. *********
 THK Co., LTD.
 MADE IN JAPAN

SERIAL Noexample: 0 8 1 2 3 4 0 0 1
	 �	 �	 �

� Ending of the year 08: Year 2008

� Manufacturing number 12340: 5-digit display

� Branch number 01: 2-digit display (01 to 99)

Fig. 1 Nameplate display position

Pasting position of CSKR nameplate

3. Nameplates Display
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4. Structure and  
Model Numbers

4-1 CSKR

4-1 Structure and part names

Fig. 2 shows the structure and part names of this product.

End cover

Top cover

Slider

Sealing sheet

Intermediate 
flange

Motor housing

Outer rail

Ball screw shaft
Ball retainer

Inner block

Side cover

Suction 
joint

Fig. 2 The structure and part names of CSKR

* For details such as the dimensions and accuracy, see the delivery specification drawings or  
general catalog of the electric actuators. 
If you have any question, contact THK.

4. Structure and Model Numbers
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4. Structure and  
Model Numbers

4-2 CSKR

4-2 Model number coding

The following is an example of model number coding.

CSKR33 20 B–500– P H –2 A N/M10B S R S02 D1 S3 1

 Model number  Motor mounting method

 Ball screw lead  Motor cable direction

 Slider type  Original point system

 Stroke  Amplifier voltage

 Accuracy  Cable type and length

 With or without a motor/control device type  Shaft No.

 Sensor type

 Intermediate flange type

 With or without a base plate

 Motor rated output

* For details, see the general catalog of the electric actuators.

4. Structure and Model Numbers
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5. Storage and  
Transportation

5-1 CSKR

5-1 Precautions to be observed for safe use

5-2 Precautions to be observed for prevention of product fault or fracture

 zDo not drop or hit this product.
Doing so may cause injury or fracture, or a functional loss.

 zWhen transporting this product, do not hold any moving part or the cover.
Doing so may cause the product to fall, leading to injury, or cause fault or fracture.

 zWhen transporting this product, do not hold the motor, sensor, or cable.
Doing so may cause the product to fall, leading to injury, or cause fault or fracture.

 z Since using an adverse storage environment may cause fault, store the product in the environment 
described below:
•	+10°C to +40°C (No condensation at the humidity environment that will not cause rust, main unit of CSKR 

only) 
* With the product unpacked

•	Place with non-corrosive gas nor flammable gas
•	Place with little dust, salt or metallic powder
•	Place where water, oil or chemical can not contact the product
•	Place where a vibration or shock does not transmit to the main unit

 z This product is sealed before being packed. However, no desiccant agent is contained in the 
package. When storing the product, enclose it in a package designated by THK and store it in a 
horizontal orientation while avoiding high temperature, low temperature and high humidity.

 zDo not apply an excessive load on the package, since doing so may cause fault or fracture.

C A U T I O N

5. Storage and Transportation
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6. Installation and  
Operation

6-1 CSKR

6-1 Precautions to be observed for safe use

 z If the slider may fall by its own weight in vertical direction or the like, provide a safeguard for  
preventing the part from falling.
If the slider falls, it may cause injury or damage.

 zWhile this product is operating, do not touch any moving part or rotating part.
Doing so may cause your hand to be caught and injured.

 z Firmly secure this product before operating it.
Failure to do so may cause abnormal operation that could cause injury, fault or fracture.

 z If anomaly occurs, immediately stop the machine.
Failure to do so may cause abnormal operation that could cause injury, fault or fracture.

 zDo not exceed the permissible rotation speed when using the product.
Doing so may cause fault or damage, or may cause abnormal operation that could lead to injury. Also see the 
appendix, which contains the permissible rotation speed for each model number.

 zDo not use the failed and broken product.
Doing so may cause injury or machine failure.

WARN I NG

C A U T I O N
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6. Installation and  
Operation

6-2 CSKR

6-2 Precautions to be observed for prevention of product fault or fracture

 z Since using an adverse service environment may cause fault, use the product in the environment 
described below.
•	Place at the following storage temperature range 

If the clean-room level of class 4 performance is required 
   Service temperature: +16°C to +24°C (no condensation at the humidity of 50% or less)  
Places other than above 
   Service temperature: +10°C to +40°C (no condensation at the humidity of 80% or less) 
* If you desire to use the product outside of the service temperature range, contact THK.

•	Place with non-corrosive gas nor flammable gas
•	Place with no dust, salt or metallic powder
•	Place where water, oil or chemical can not contact the product
•	Place where a vibration or shock does not transmit to the main unit

 zPrevent foreign material such as dust or metallic powder from entering the product since it may 
cause abnormal wear or shorten the service life.
If foreign material may enter the product, contact THK.

 z The mounting surface for this product must be a machined plane or have accuracy equivalent to 
the machined plane. If the surface is insufficiently accurate, it may adversely affect the performance 
or the service life. In addition, be sure to mount the product on a sufficiently rigid base.

 zUse the product within the stroke range.
* For more information on the stroke, see the general catalog of the electric actuators.

 zBe careful not to let the parts to be mounted on the slider of this product interfere with any other 
parts near the stroke end.

 zCheck that there is no tool or bolt in the product before operating it.

 z The stoppers attached to both stroke ends of CSKR are not for positioning.Do not use them for 
positioning.

 z The standard models contain the THK AFE-CA grease.

 z The photomicro sensors do not have a waterproof or dustproof structure. Do not use it in a place 
where much dust or oil mist is present, or where water, oil or chemical directly or indirectly flies. 
For other detail information, see the catalog issued by the sensor manufacturer.
* Standard sensors
•	EE-SX671, EE-SX674: OMRON Corp. 

6. Installation and Operation
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6. Installation and  
Operation

6-3 CSKR

6-3 Other precautions

 z If using proximity sensors close to each other, they may interfere with each other. To avoid such 
mutual interference, consider taking appropriate measures such as keeping a sufficient distance 
between the sensors and using sensors of different frequencies. 
For details, see the catalog issued by the sensor manufacturer.

 z If a stainless steel sensor dog is used when a proximity sensor is used, note that the detection 
distance is shorter than that of an iron dog. 
For details, see the catalog issued by the sensor manufacturer.
* Standard sensors
•	APM-D3A1F, APM-D3B1: YAMATAKE Corp.
•	GL-N12F, GL-N12FB, GX-F12A, GX-F12B: Panasonic Industrial Devices SUNX Co., Ltd.

 z For selection and handling of a motor, see the respective catalog and instruction manual issued by 
the motor manufacturer.
For data required to select a motor, see the general catalog of the electric actuators.

 z For selection, handling and mounting of a coupling, see the respective catalog issued by the 
coupling manufacturer.
Check necessary data such as permissible torque, eccentricity, deflection angle and tightening torque of the 
assembly bolt.

 z For handling and mounting of a suction joint, see the respective catalog issued by the joint 
manufacturer.

 z For selection and mounting of a tube, see the respective catalog issued by the joint manufacturer.

6. Installation and Operation
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6. Installation and  
Operation

6-4 CSKR

6-4 Mounting method of CSKR

Use the mounting hole on the base bottom panel to secure the CSKR. See Fig. 3. For the sizes of 
the mounting hole, see Fig. 1.

Base-mounting bolt

Mounting surface
Bolts for securing CSKR

Fig. 3 Drawing for mounting CSKR

Table 1  Sizes of mounting hole for CSKR

Model number Sizes of mounting hole
CKR20 M3 Depth 5
CKR26 M4 Depth 6
CKR33 M6 Depth 8
CKR46 M8 Depth 12

6. Installation and Operation
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6. Installation and  
Operation

6-5 CSKR

6-5 Mounting motor method

We have an intermediate flange to mount various motors in CSKR.
The following shows how to mount the motor. See Fig. 4.

1. Remove the coupling cover. (See 8. Appendix.)

2. Check the appropriate position to secure the motor shaft and coupling, and secure them 
with bolts. For the tightening torque, follow the catalog of the coupling manufacturer or the 
instruction manual.

3. Mount the motor with a coupling in the intermediate flange. Secure the coupling and ball screw 
shaft with bolts.

Intermediate flange

4. If grease adheres to the sealing sheet or the surrounding area, wipe it off completely using a 
clean waste cloth soaked with ethanol.

5. Mount the coupling cover. (See “How to open and close the cover” in 8. Appendix.)

Fig. 4 Mounting motor method

6. Installation and Operation
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7. Maintenance

7-1 CSKR

7. Maintenance

7-1 Precautions to be observed for safe use

 z  Turn off the machine (turning power off) before conducting any maintenance.
Failure to do so may cause electric shocks. or cause malfunction that could lead to injury.

 z  If two or more people are involved in the maintenance work, confirm the procedure, signs and 
actions to cope with anomalies or the like in advance, and separately appoint a person for 
monitoring the work.
Failure to do so may cause an unexpected accident.

 z  When handling grease, wear a protective glasses and protective gloves.
If grease gets into eyes or touch the skin, it may affect your body such as causing inflammation.

 z  Do not apply grease to a flame, firework or high-temperature object.
Doing so may ignite the grease, which could cause fire.
*  For other information on handling grease, see the precautions indicated on the grease package or catalog. 

We have “Material Safety Data Sheets” for THK original greases.Contact THK for details.

C A U T I O N

WARN I NG
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7. Maintenance

7-2 CSKR

7-2 Precautions to be observed for prevention of product fault or fracture

 z  To have this product fully exerts its functions, it is essential to lubricate the product. Be sure to 
supply grease on a regular basis.
Using the product with insufficient lubrication may shorten the service life.

 z  Do not let foreign material enter the LM guide or ball screw.
Doing so may cause fault, or could adversely affect the performance or service life.

 z  Be careful not to let foreign material enter between the sealing sheet and cover.
Doing so may cause fault, or could adversely affect the performance.

 z  When you remove the suction joint, be sure to turn off the power supply and stop the supply voltage 
first, and check that fluid in the piping has come out.

 z  After mounting, wiring, and pipework, pass fluid or connect power supply, and perform an 
appropriate function test and leak test. If you find any leaks or the devices not functioning properly, 
do not use the product and make sure that the parts are mounted correctly,
or it may lose the cleaning performance.

 z  Do not mix different types of greases (fluorine, lithium series, etc.)
It may lose the original lubrication performance or generate gas to lose the cleaning performance.

 z  Do not forcibly press nor damage the sealing sheet when supplying grease.
It may lose the cleaning performance.

 z  Do not loosen nor remove bolts other than ones specified.
It may cause fault or fracture, or lose the cleaning performance.

7. Maintenance
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7. Maintenance

7-3 CSKR

7-3 Daily inspection

 z  Before operating the product, visually check any exterior damage or stain.

 z  Check whether abnormal noise or vibration occurs during operation. If abnormal noise 
or vibration occurs, immediately stop the machine and inspect the state of the product.

 Check insufficient lubrication or loosening a mounting bolt that can cause abnormal noise or 
vibration.

7-4 Periodical inspection

 z  Perform more detailed inspection approximately once every 3 to 6 months.
•	 Check the lubrication state, and clean the product and replenish grease.
•	 Inspect whether or not each mounting bolt is loose, if any of them has loosened, retighten it.
•	 For the suction joint, check the following and replace it as needed:

1)  Scratch, dent, wear, and corrosion
2)  Air leaks
3)  Twist, crush, or distortion of a tube
4)  Hardening, deterioration, or softness of a tube

•	 Inspect a sealing sheet as follows:

(1) Visually check abnormal wear, scratches, or cracks on the surface of the sealing 
sheet.
If you find any abnormalities, replace the sealing sheet.
For the replacement procedure, see “Replacement of sealing sheet procedure.”

(2) Visually check any stains on the sealing sheet.
If you find it extremely dirty, move the slider to the end of each stroke and clean the surface 
with a clean waste cloth soaked with ethanol.
Be careful not to strongly press the sealing sheet in cleaning.

7. Maintenance
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7. Maintenance

7-4 CSKR

7-5 Cleaning CSKR sealing sheet

Fig. 5 shows a representative cleaning sealing sheet method for your reference.

¡ Common to CSKR20/26/33/46
1. Visually check any stains on the sealing sheet.
2. If you find it extremely dirty, move the slider to the end of the stroke, and clean it with a clean 

waste cloth soaked or the like with ethanol (purity of 90% or higher).
 Be careful not to strongly press the sealing sheet and top cover in cleaning.

Fig. 5 Cleaning sealing sheet method

7. Maintenance
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7. Maintenance

7-5 CSKR

7-6 Lubrication

 z  The standard models contains THK AFE-CA grease before shipment. 
See the appendix for the grease specifications.

 z  For normal operation, replenish grease approximately every 100 km travel distance or 6 
months. *See “Method for supplying grease” (The next page).
Note that the greasing interval varies with the service conditions or service environment.
We recommend determining the greasing interval through the initial inspection.

* Note that the greasing interval becomes shorter than usual in case of high-load use or under the 
environment where oil content decreases.

 z  CSKR20 to 33 have a grease nipple PB107, and CSKR46 has a grease nipple A-M6F, as 
standard.

 Fig. 6 shows the shape of the grease nipples.

Model PB107 Model PB107

Fig. 6 Shapes of the grease nipples

 z  The appendix introduces the grease gun unit for lubrication for your reference.

7. Maintenance
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7. Maintenance

7-6 CSKR

7-7 Method for supplying grease

Fig. 7 shows a representative cleaning sealing sheet method for your reference.

¡ Greasing procedure for CSKR20 and 26
1. Remove the top cover. (See 8. Appendix.)

Grease nipple

Grease gun

 

2. Supply grease using a grease gun as indicated in the figure above. (Move the slider part by 
hand to permeate the grease throughout.)

3. Travel the block back and forth throughout.
4. If grease adheres to the sealing sheet, wipe it off completely using a clean waste cloth soaked 

with ethanol.
5. Reattach the cover you have removed.(See 8. Appendix.)

¡ Greasing procedure for CSKR33 and 46
1. Remove the end cover. (See 8. Appendix.)

Grease nipple

Enlarged image of 
the grease inlet

2. Supply grease using a grease gun as indicated in the figure below. (Move the slider part by 
hand to permeate the grease throughout.)

Grease gun

3. The rest of the greasing procedures is the same as CSKR20 and 26.

Fig. 7 Method for supplying grease

7. Maintenance
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8. Appendix

8-1 CSKR

8. Appendix

8-1 How to open and close the cover

Fig. 8 shows how to open and close the cover.

M3×5L

M3×5L

M3×5L

M3×8L

M3×8L

M3×8L

M4×10L

M4×10L

M3×8L

M3×8L

M3×8L
M3×8L

M3×8L

M3×8L

M3×8L

M3×8L

M3×8L 

M3×8L

CBSTS4-10

M4×10L M3 
hexagon nut

M4×10L

CBSTS4-10

M4×10L

M3×8L

Fig. 8 Cover development
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8. Appendix

8-2 CSKR

8-2 How to replace the sealing sheet

How to replace the sealing sheet is as follows:

Remove the end cover, top cover, and side cover. (See the previous page.)

1. As shown in the figure below, remove the sheet holder from the opposite side of the motor first 
and next from the motor side. After that, remove the sealing sheet.

CSKR20 and 26

Sealing sheet

Sheet holder

       

CSKR33 and 46

Sealing sheet

Sheet holder

2. As shown in the figure below, replace the sealing sheet with a new one, apply locking adhesives 
to the mounting hole of the sheet holder on the motor side, and secure it with bolts.

CSKR20 and 26

Sheet holder

       

CSKR33 and 46

Sheet holder

3. Put the sealing sheet through the slider so that it is positioned as before the replacement.
4. Apply the locking adhesives to the screw hole on the opposite side of the motor, and secure the 

sheet holder with bolts, pulling the end of the sealing sheet.
5. Move the slider back and forth for several times, and check if the sealing sheet is not slanted. 

Adjust the position of the sealing sheet, retightening the sheet holder.
6. Attach the end cover, top cover, and side cover. (See the previous page.)

Fig. 9 How to replace the sealing sheet

8. Appendix
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8. Appendix

8-3 CSKR

8-3 Permissible input torque

 zTable 2 shows the permissible input torque when the product is directly coupled with a motor.  
If you use a motor that exceeds the permissible input torque, consider taking necessary 
measures such as limiting the motor torque.

Table 2 Permissible input torque

Model number
Ball screw  lead 

(mm)

Outer diameter of ball 
screw shaft end 

(mm)

Permissible input torque 
(N·m)

CSKR20
1

4
0.207

6 0.422

CSKR26
2

5
0.435

6 0.802

CSKR33 6,10,20 8 3.25

CSKR46 10,20 10 5.316

* The permissible input torque values above (excluding some models) are each 
calculated from the torsion strength of the ball screw shaft end.
•	Models whose permissible input torques are limited by the static permissible load (axial direction) of the 

support bearing section: 
     à CSKR26 (lead: 2 mm)

•	Models whose permissible input torques are limited by the static rated load of the ball screw: 
     à CSKR20 (lead: 1 mm)

Note)  The permissible input torque in case of the wrap-around motor specification differs from the 
table above. Contact THK for details.

8. Appendix
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8. Appendix

8-4 CSKR

8-4 Permissible rotation speed

 zTable 3 shows the permissible rotation speed of CSKR for you reference.

Table 3 Permissible rotation speed of CSKR

Model number Ball screw lead 
(mm)

Stroke *1 
(mm)

Permissible rotation speed 
(min-1)

CSKR20
1

130 (85) or less
6000 

6 6000 

CSKR26
2

210 (145) or less
6000 

6 6000 

CSKR33

6,10

45~395 (120~320) 6000

495 (420) 5520

595 (520) 3930

20

45~395 (120~320) 6000

495 (420) 5340

595 (520) 3830

CSKR46

10

190~390 (80~280) 6000

490 (380) 6000

590 (480) 4410

690 (580) 3320

790 (680) 2580

20

190~390 (80~280) 6000

490 (380) 5960

590 (480) 4300

690 (580) 3240

790 (680) 2535

* 1: Values in (  ) indicate the strokes of B type.

Note) The upper limit of the permissible rotation speed is set at 6000 min-1.
* 6000 min-1: The maximum rotation speed of the AC servomotor that is assumed to be used 

in CSKR.
Note) If using the product at rotation speed exceeding the value in Table 3, contact THK.

8. Appendix
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8. Appendix

8-5 CSKR

8-5 Introduction of the grease

AFE-CA Grease

This is a grease, using urea as consistency enhancer, based on high-class synthetic oil, superior in 
the property of low dust generation, and optimized for a clean environment.

 z Property
•	Since the grease generates low dust compared to the vacuum grease conventionally used for 

low dust generation, it is most suitable for using in a clean room.
•	Unlike general metal soap-based grease, the grease is superior in oxidation stability and can 

be used for a long period, reducing a burden on maintenance.

 z Representative properties

Test items Representative property values

Consistency enhancer Urea-based

Base oil High-class synthetic oil

Base oil kinetic viscosity: mm2/s (40°C) 99

Worked penetration (25°C, 60 W) 280

Mixing stability (100,000 W) 310

Dropping point: °C 260

Evaporation: mass% (99°C, 22 h) 0.1

Oil separation rate: mass% (100°C, 24 h) 0.1

Copper plate corrosion (B method, 100°C, 24 h) Accepted

Low temperature torque: mN·m (-20°C)
Startup 130

Rotation 76

4-ball test (fusion load): N 1236

Service temperature range (°C) -40~180

Appearance color Fawn

          

Fig. 15 Appearance of the tube and product box of the grease
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8-6 CSKR

8-6 Introduction of the grease gun unit

Grease Gun Unit MG70

The grease gun unit MG70 is capable of supplying grease for CSKR20 to CSKR46 by replacing the 
dedicated nozzle. The grease gun has a slit window that allows you to visually check the remaining 
amount of grease. Since grease is contained in a 70 g bellows cartridge, you can replace the 
nozzle without soiling your hand.
Table 4 shows the specifications of the grease gun, and Fig. 10 shows its appearance.

Table 4 Specifications of the grease gun

Discharge pressure 20 MPa max

Discharge rate 0.6 cm3/stroke

Grease 70 g bellows cartridge

Overall length 235 mm (excluding a nozzle)

Mass 480 g (with a nozzle, excluding grease)
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Fig. 10 Appearance of the grease gun

Fig. 11 shows the shapes of the nozzle and attachment for the grease gun used to lubricate CSKR.

•	Attaching the attachment type N to the dedicated nozzle type U allows you to lubricate 
CSKR20 to 33.

•	Attaching the type H allows you to lubricate CSKR46.
•	Attaching the attachment type P to the dedicated nozzle type U allows you to supply grease to 

a part difficult to lubricate (by dropping grease onto the rolling surface).

Dedicated nozzle type U

Type H

Type P

Type N

Fig. 11 Shapes of the nozzle and attachment for the grease gun
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8-7 Suction

We conducted a dust generation test, and this model has achieved the classification of clean-room 
level of ISO14644-1 class 4 by the internal suction mechanism.
Table 5 shows the suction volume during a dust generation test for your reference.

Table 5 Suction volume during a dust generation test

Model number Suction volume  (L/min)

CSKR20 5~10

CSKR26 5~15

CSKR33 30~40

CSKR46 40~50

Note 1) The suction volume during a dust generation test is the same as that in accordance with 
the class 4 criteria when operating at the maximum travel speed (the rotation speed of the 
ball screw: 6000 min-1).

Note 2) The suction volume does not include the influence of the pipe resistance. Note that the 
pipe length or pipe diameter may incur the pipe resistance that will decrease the flow rate.

 z Suction joint
The suction joint has adopted the one-touch system, which makes it easier to connect using a 
off-the-shelf air tube.

Table 6 Suction joint

Model number Connection screw size
Applicable tube outer 

diameter (mm)

CSKR20 R1/8 ø6

CSKR26 R1/8 ø6

CSKR33 R1/8 ø8

CSKR46 R1/4 ø10
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